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PAPERS TO APPEAR IN FORTHCOMING ISSUES 
The following articles are among those currently accepted for publication in 
Historia Mathematica. Their order in this list does not necessarily reflect the 
order in which they will appear in future issues of the Journal. 
ERWIN NEUENSCHWANDER: "Der Nachlass von Erich Bessel-Hagen im Archiv 
der Universit~it Bonn" 
OSCAR B. CHEININE: "Chuprov, Slutzky, and Chetverikov: Some Comments" 
BENNO ARTMANN AND LOTHAR SCHA.FER: "On Plato's 'Fairest Triangles' (Ti- 
maeus 54a)" 
PETER SCHREmER: "A Note on the Cattle Problem of Archimedes" 
HANS NIELS JAHNKE: "Algebraic Analysis in Germany, 1780-1840. Some Mathe- 
matical and Philosophical Issues" 
ELENA ANNE MARCHISOTTO: "Mario Pieri and His Contributions to Geometry 
and Foundations of Mathematics" 
G. P. MAXVIEVSKAYA: "History of Medieval Islamic Mathematics: Research in 
Uzbekistan" 
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